LASAN Summer School 2012
At La San we have a lot of fun. The first half of the day we learn ca dao and
songs. We also watch bible and virtue movies. We have recess from 10:30-11:00. After
lunch, K-2 grades go swimming from 1-2, art/study from 2-2:50, and computer lab from
3-4. 3-4 grades go to the computer lab, swimming, and then art/study. 5-10 grades go to
art/study, computer class, and swimming last. Before the last session, we have snack.
Some of the snacks we had for the past weeks are fruit cocktail, cookies, donuts,
watermelons and some more. We go home at 4:00 pm.
I enjoyed all of the classes we do at La San. We have a lot of fun when we do art.
This year we did Fathers’ Day projects, mosaics, origami cranes, and friendship bracelets.
When we study we do math and have debates. I found some of these worksheets very
complicated. I had a lot of fun doing art, especially the friendship bracelets and origami.
After doing art/study we go to the computer lab, where we work on photo editing and
play games during free time. I came to like photo editing as soon as I got used to it and I
like to play games like Happy Land and Icy Tower during free time. Last of all, we go
swimming and we always do fun thing like play water polo or volleyball. The teams were
always boys versus girls. It was a lot of fun.
I also enjoyed Soeur Thu’s cooking. This year she cooked spaghetti, hamburgers,
eggs with pork, vegetables with rice, hot dogs, soup, and tacos, but I like the eggs and
pork the best. Some of the snacks we had for the past weeks are fruit cocktail, cookies,
donuts, watermelons and some more. I like whatever she cooks. It’s so good!
All in all, I had fun at La San everyday. I learned a lot of new things like
songs and ca daos. I enjoyed the classes, and Soeur Thu,s cooking was the best. I love
Lasan! 
Michelle

